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What have we done so far in CAP1616 Stage 2?

Technical collaborative engagement workshops with airports within MTMA 
progressing their own ACPS ( Manchester, Liverpool, East Midlands & Leeds 
Bradford).
Defined a long list of options
Concept simulations with PC ATCO participation capturing detailed feedback - 47 
Operational ATCO's appraised (3 simulated airspace concepts).
Commenced options appraisal.

Engagement with Stakeholders including Airlines & GA.
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Re-designing MTMA airspace – What’s our starting point?

Mapping Constraints – Todays traffic flow depiction

Systemised Airspace     9

This map demonstrates airspace Traffic flow 
demands and interfaces constraints now.

Displayed here is the current network 
route structure.

The red areas depict SUAs.

The yellow arrows are Eastbound routes.

The blue arrows are Westbound routes.

Due to the interactions with neighbouring ANSPs it 
is anticipated that this route orientation will not 
change significantly.
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Generic Elements of MTMA Airspace Modernisation
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Due to the complexity of the airspace it was 
too difficult to consider the MTMA change as 
a single entity.

We, therefore decided to break the airspace 
up into the 5 elements seen on this slide.

1. Northern Spine
2. Eastern Arm
3. Southern Spine
4. Western Arm 
5. Central
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Assumptions

All airspace volumes are indicative.
All flight levels or altitudes referred to in this document are 
indicative.
All arrows are indicative of routes.
The slide pack has been tailored to your specific area. A library of 
the slides used to create the presentations shown to each 
stakeholder will be made available.
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‘Turn and Burn’ procedure
The early turn procedures are often referred to as ‘turn and burn’. Area controllers have to wait for 
aircraft to reach a specified altitude, in line with noise abatement procedures, and give a turn and 
climb instruction to a departing aircraft to avoid the inbound track  under the control of the approach 
unit.

We are trying to design out these procedures as it adds significant flight deck workload at a critical 
and busy stage of the flight, namely as the pilots are trying to ‘clean up’ the aircraft after departure.

The decision to turn and climb is made if there is an inbound in conflict and if the controllers expects 
there is time for the turn to achieve separation against the inbound aircraft. Or to turn aircraft to 
where they want to go and is therefore unpredictable.

It would be desirable for the SID procedure itself to be designed to remove the tactical element of the 
turn. The result would be predictability for both the pilots and the approach controllers. It could also 
reduce workload at a critical stage of flight The area controllers would only have to choose the 
appropriate flight level to climb to.
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Point Merge
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Allows traffic to be taken from 
different directions and be 
streamed into a single 
transition for final approach 
and landing.

Outer contingency holds are 
required as shown.

https://www.eurocontrol.int/publi
cation/point-merge-
implementation




























